How to assess the Carbon Footprint Forecast
Does this statement make sense?
Is it clear what the idea is and what it does?
Do you believe the quantity is realistic?

Are the key differences to business as usual identified here?
Is the end‐of‐life scenario realistic?

Are the database entries here
good approximations of the real
materials or energy sources?

Are the quantities here realistic?
Are they in the appropriate unit?

Are these fields green? = is there overall impact
reduction? (one red field can be acceptable)

Are none of these numbers zero?
(if there are any zeros, the impact is insignificant)

This box is optional to use. Are there assumptions in the forecast that
should be declared here? Are the declared assumptions any good?

Human power? How
is it generated?

Bad example (poor definition and too optimistic)

Do I believe they will
sell 10.000 pc/year?

Bike? Isn’t the idea
about charging phones?

It is more likely that people throw this in municipal
waste. How do you plan to organize recycling?

Will this really prevent people
to use their car less often?

Electric cord is not a good
proxy for a charging device.
A phone uses only ~1 kWh per
year, so how are 20 kWh saved?

1 kg seems a large weight for a charger.

‐
‐12 kgC

Impressive numbers, but the forecast
assumptions are too optimistic.

Charging a phone costs only about 50 cents per year.
Hardly a motivation to take a bike and not a car.
For the errors made, this forecast should be graded insufficient. The impact should be graded high if
you believe the gadget will prevent car use, or medium if you decide to ignore the car component.

Good example (in this case showing that the idea is not so good)

The product generates
power with a dynamo.

Why 5 years is answered
in the assumption field.

Realistically, unfortunately, most small
electronics are thrown in the garbage bin.

Electric motor is the most similar LCI to a
dynamo, as noted in the assumption field.

The material impact alone is more than what is offset by the
electricity generation, which is usually the case for phone chargers.

Now that this idea is forecast with better assumptions, it turns out
that it generates additional impact, albeit almost insignificant.

This forecast should be graded high, as it considers the key elements in adequate detail.
The impact should be graded very low, as it is additional and near insignificant impact.

